Jeanne Shaheen makes a difference for New Hampshire no matter what it takes. She took on her own party to increase opioid response funding and fought to ensure that states like New Hampshire that are suffering the most from the opioid crisis get the most help, increasing funding tenfold to $35 million last year. She worked with Republicans and Democrats so New Hampshire veterans can get health care outside the VA and closer to home. Now, Shaheen is taking on the Wall Street companies buying up health care businesses, to stop the surprise medical billing that leaves people with bills they didn’t expect and can’t afford.

BACKGROUND

OPIOID RESPONSE FUNDING

Sen. Shaheen took on her own party to increase opioid response funding and fought to ensure that states like New Hampshire that are suffering the most from the opioid crisis get the most help, increasing funding tenfold, from $3.1 million in 2017 to $35 million last year.

[Union Leader, 12/16/19; WMUR, 2/7/18; NBC5, Matter of Fact, 1/13/18; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 9/4/19; YouTube, SenatorShaheen, 4/3/14]

VETERANS HEALTH CARE

Sen. Shaheen worked with Republicans and Democrats so New Hampshire veterans can get health care outside the VA and closer to home.

[New Hampshire Union Leader, 8/1/14; Concord Monitor, 7/31/14; Shaheen News Release, 6/11/14; Military Times, 2/9/15; WMUR, 8/1/14]

TAKING ON WALL STREET TO END SURPRISE MEDICAL BILLING

Shaheen is taking on the Wall Street companies buying up health care businesses, to stop the surprise medical billing that leaves people with bills they didn’t expect and can’t afford.

[YouTube, SenatorShaheen, 9/25/19; WMUR, 9/13/19; Union Leader, 9/25/19; New York Times, 9/13/19; Bloomberg, 1/8/20; WMUR, 9/26/19]
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